TWO DAY WORKSHOP ON
INDUSTRY ACADEMIA INTERACTION FOR
FINAL YEAR CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS
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TWO DAY WORKSHOP ON INDUSTRY ACADEMIA INTERACTION FOR FINAL YEAR CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS
November 8-9, 2019

About the department
The Department was established in the year 1963 with the UG program (B.E. in Civil Engineering) and is one of the oldest branches of RVCE. The department has been imparting quality education to meet the technological advancement and industrial requirements. RVCE is affiliated to Visvesvaraya Technological University Belagavi with an Autonomous status. The department houses two PG programs under VTU in Structural Engineering and Highway Technology. The department is also involved in research and development and is a recognized research centre under VTU. All the three programs are accredited by NBA.

About the course
The Department of Civil Engineering is happy to organize a two-day workshop for final year Civil Engineering students to bridge the gap between industry & academics and also to enable the students to interact with vastly experienced industry experts. The workshop will cover the following topics:
- Contracts and tendering.
- Restoration of structures.
- Design of steel bridge.
- Soil exploration.
- Ground improvement techniques.
- Foundation Engineering.

This program will be supplemented by a field visit on the second day.

Course Fee: Rs.1180 [including GST] per student (outside RVCE)
DD in favour of Principal, RVCE, payable at Bengaluru.
Lunch will be provided for external participants (outside RVCE) on both the days.

Last date for receipt of the application: 01-11-2019

Registration form
Name:____________________________________
USN:_______________________________________
Department: __________________________
Institution/Organization: __________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Gender: Male/Female
Email ID:___________________________________
Phone No.: +91____________________________

Signature of HoD/Principal/ Director:_____________
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